Identification of the Slynar gene (AY070435) and related brain expressed sequences as a candidate gene for susceptibility to affective disorders through allelic and haplotypic association with bipolar disorder on chromosome 12q24.
Three linkage studies of bipolar disorder have implicated chromosome 12q24.3, with significant lod scores of over 3.00. Several other linkage studies have found lod scores between 2.00 and 3.00. In order to identify which gene on this chromosome is responsible, the authors carried out tests of allelic association with bipolar disorder in order to fine map an affective disorder susceptibility gene. DNA samples from 681 bipolar disorder patients and 570 comparison subjects from Denmark and the United Kingdom were genotyped with markers close to the region at which the authors had found maximum linkage in previous studies. Single marker allelic association was found with four markers in the Danish cohort. Seven markers in exactly the same region were then found to show significant allelic association in the U.K. cohort. Tests of haplotypic association were also significant, confirming the single marker allelic associations. These positive fine mapping results validate earlier linkage studies and implicate a 278-kilobase region of chromosome 12 that contributes to the etiology of bipolar disorder. Several brain transcripts are transcribed from sequences in the region. The main candidate gene has no known function but is found in human brain cDNA and is homologous to a Macaque brain cDNA. Sequencing of expressed sequences and control regions in the area should identify etiological base pair changes that increase susceptibility to bipolar disorder.